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July//1/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Mark 11:23//...but shall believe that those things which he SAITH [LEGO] shall 
come to pass....

Today’s word-New King James Version 
1 Samuel 9//Acts 21

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 1

Thought for today

This month I want to talk about your talk. This subject has been written about, 
talked about (no pun intended), dissected, and even scorned. I say scorned because 
I believe many have no revelation of the power of words, consequently they have 
no idea of their ability to change their world. We’re going to cover absolutely as 
much territory as we can in order to make it clear what we say and hear has been 
and will continue to build our world. I better just start with looking at the title of 
this month’s PFS, LEGO. LEGO is the Greek word for say, speak, affirm, maintain, 
command, intend, mean, point out with words, or teach. Obviously, what I like 
about the word is in our modern world it is used to describe pieces of plastic 
that are designed to build something. This family, is exactly what our words are 
designed to do. Our words come from our heart, core, mind, or attitude. We’ll 
look at both this month, the LEGOS, their origin, and what they do to affect our 
quality of life as well as our longevity. Don’t miss a day of the PFS and don’t miss 
a Sunday service because we’re going to pull the wraps off what we say or LEGO!

Quote of the day

The life you have is the life you’ve built with your words.



July//2/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Matthew 12:37//...and by thy words thou shalt be condemned.

Today’s word-New King James Version
1 Samuel 10//Acts 22

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 2

Thought for today

You may ask, “Where do my words or legos come from?”. I’m glad you asked 
that very important question! It’s really quite simple. Words or legos come 
from words or legos you have heard and personally embraced and now speak 
yourself. The Word declares that it’s from your heart, warehouse, or storeroom 
comes what you say. Now biblically your heart is a conglomeration of what your 
mind, will, feelings, emotions, desires, attitudes, purposes, thoughts, affections, 
passions, and spirit have deposited in it. Now listen, I believe that is the very 
clearest, simplest picture and description the Holy Spirit has ever given me of 
the heart. Everything we’re exposed to through our physical senses, plus from 
our recreated spirit will produce an abundance in our heart that will produce our 
LEGOS! The unequivocal key to your LEGOS or words is not what your new man 
contains, which is the life and nature of God; but everything else we listed that 
either supports its contents or works against it. Ice waters down the liquid it chills. 
If your new nature is the liquid, anything else you “put in” will either enhance or 
work to water-down all that has been provided, which will eventually become 
what you talk about. This is where each of us must evaluate what goes in, how 
we weigh our own words and what THE Word of God says about our words.

Quote of the day

There is no such thing as gray or neutral words.



July//3/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Matthew 12:37//For by thy words thou shalt be justified....

Today’s word-New King James Version
1 Samuel 11//Acts 23  

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 3

Thought for today

Let’s take a close look at yesterday’s verse in order for it to produce the intended 
impact on our words and life. Jesus very clearly said, I said He said, “by your 
words you would be justified”. To be justified is to be made right or acceptable 
to the Father; to be innocent before the Father, to declare, pronounce or 
profess oneself as being the way he/she should. Now obviously we know this is 
only possible because the sacrifice of Jesus made righteousness available to all 
mankind. The key or our part is to say or LEGO our agreement with His free gift 
from a believing heart. Wow! The most important thing we can say or LEGO is 
that which is in line and gives voice to what Jesus did. Our words establish our 
reality according to His reality and move them from one realm to the other: spirit 
to natural. Our words build and sustain our lives. If they are in line with what the 
Father has done and said we will build the life He has planned. If they are based 
upon any other foundation, we will never have secure lives. Just like a structure 
can be built with quality materials and expertise, our lives can be structured by 
our words or LEGOS in such a way that we experience His life and not just a life.

Quote of the day

Justification was PROVIDED by Jesus but received by YOUR WORDS.



July//4/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Matthew 12:37//...and by thy words thou shalt be condemned.

Today’s word-New King James Version
1 Samuel 12//Acts 24

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 4

Thought for today

Well, today we are going to look at the end of yesterday’s verse in order to see that 
there’s always an alternative to every opportunity in the Word of God. Obedience 
is two-fold, doing what you should and not doing what you shouldn’t. Not deep, 
but highly profound! The end of our verse declares that our words or LEGOS can 
also condemn us. The word condemn is defined as to judge or pronounce guilty; 
to punish or execute a sentence. Think for a moment. This can be done not with 
actions, BUT WORDS. With our words or LEGOS we either embrace all the Father 
has or we declare ourselves unworthy or incapable of having what Jesus clearly 
paid for. Remember, He was made sin so we could be made righteous. What’s 
really profound about this statement is it doesn’t say might, possibly, or could 
be condemned but shall be. Shall be leaves no wiggle room; it’s abundantly clear 
that your LEGOS are the things that are either going to receive and propel you to 
freedom and success or they will ruin any opportunity for that to happen.  Again, 
I ask you to slowly read and reread that verse until you are absolutely sure you 
understand that your words are going to do just as LEGOS do, build your world.

Quote of the day

Jesus said your words would determine your outcome.



July//5/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
James 1:22//But be ye doers of the word, and not hearers only, deceiving your 
own selves.

Today’s word-New King James Version 
1 Samuel 13//Acts 25

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 5

Thought for today

I believe this is the perfect day and time to look at a verse many of you are 
familiar with yet have not taken seriously. This verse cannot be casually 
considered but must be seriously settled in your heart in order for it to 
produce for your benefit and the Father’s glory. In a lot of ways it’s similar to 
our verse from the last couple of days in so much that there is no wiggle room 
and your LEGOS have no room for error. As a matter of fact I believe it to be the 
most profound verse in the Word of God as it pertains to what you say, or your 
LEGOS. Seriously, what the Word of God says is dependant on you believing and 
having faith in it, in order for it to impact your life in the way the Father 
intended. Please know, and I realize most of you do, that believing is a 
VERB. A verb as you well know is an action word or denotes movement, or 
activity. In other words, to believe is to be demonstrative in thought, speech,
and action. Believing or having faith is not a passive condition but denotes 
someone who puts what they believe to work. Like the Word says, we must be 
doers not hearers only, huh? Well, we’ll just use that verse today and look at 
today’s tomorrow!

Quote of the day

A believer is a doer.



July//6/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Proverbs 18:21//Death and life are in the power of the tongue: and they that 
love it shall eat the fruit thereof.

Today’s word-New King James Version
1 Samuel 14//Acts 26

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 6

Thought for today

We needed yesterday’s verse and its revelation in order to solidify the magnitude 
of today’s verse. I DO mean to be dramatic; if we don’t take this verse seriously 
over the course of our lifetime we could kill ourselves with our words. In our verse 
today we find a revelation that has two options. Honestly, that’s what makes the 
Word of God so easy to honor and follow. The fact is, in every situation there are 
only two options which takes all the guesswork out of being a believer. As you’re 
well aware, our world today has promoted diversity and inclusivity to such a degree 
that there are no absolutes and feelings reign. However, even though according 
to the Word of God, God is no respecter of persons. Kingdom living based on 
the precepts, commands, and promises found in the Word are still accessed one 
way--through obedience. It doesn’t matter where in the world you are from, 
what matters is you know and believe the Word of God is your outline for living. 
Wherever you are the power of your life is contained in your words and it is 
either life power or death power.  We will look at it for a few more days, but this 
fact will not change or be watered down; your LEGOS contain either death or life.

Quote of the day

A practicing believer knows the power of their LEGOS.



July//7/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
1 Peter 5:8//Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a 
roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour.

Today’s word-New King James Version 
1 Samuel 15//Acts 27

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 7

Thought for today

Ok, let’s dissect our verse and put on our big boy and girl panties and put 
death behind us as it pertains to our personal lives. No, we can’t eliminate the 
inevitability of physical death, but we can resist its demonic desire to infiltrate 
itself into the words of our mouth. The word death pertains to physical, mental, 
social, financial, etc. Have you ever noticed some people and families seem to 
stay in a state of chaos or death in some area of their lives at all times?  Listen, 
whatever area it is, the words or LEGOS one speaks are the initial fuel for all 
that transpires in their life. Come on now, this begins with always articulating 
negativity, concern, worry, or fear. These are all LEGOS for death! Now if you 
are as I said the other day, a practicing believer, then right now you will begin 
to evaluate your personal speech in every area of your life.  Please realize your 
words don’t have to do with a specific area to be bringing death to that area. Your 
adversary, the devil, is listening 24/7 for directions from your mouth in order to 
accommodate you in anyway he can. You see, he can do nothing until you give 
him permission by the words or LEGOS of your mouth. Is it time to shut up yet?

Quote of the day

Like life can be abundant, death can also. 



July//8/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Proverbs 18:21//Death and life are in the power of the tongue: and they 
that love it shall eat the fruit thereof.

Today’s word-New King James Version 
1 Samuel 16//Acts 28

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 8

Thought for today

Well, we finally got to this verse but we’ve also found some other good ones, 
huh? Let’s look at the word death as the Hebrew defines it: death personified 
or amplified or widespread; to die prematurely by neglect of wise moral [right 
and wrong behavior as it pertains to doing what’s right]. What I want you to 
understand is what is right is what the Father says. If He says death and life 
are in the words or LEGOS you speak, then that’s where they are. If He says 
that there are only two categories words fall into then there are only two. 
I believe if we will quit trying to fudge or find wiggle room as it pertains to 
honoring the Word of God we will find ourselves doing better and better, with 
very little personal effort. So the definition we saw must be meditated upon 
in order to see how LEGOS of death begin to penetrate every area of our lives. 
As I said a few days ago, words of death have a way of showing up in the most 
unpredictable places because the enemy can’t do anything but work where he 
has space. Listen, death words may produce anything from tumors to skin rash.

Quote of the day

Put your questions to bed, there are death words and life words ONLY!



July//9/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Proverbs 18:21//Death and life are in the power of the tongue: and they that 
love it shall eat the fruit thereof.

Today’s word-New King James Version
1 Samuel 17//Romans 1

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 9

Thought for today

Yesterday’s most important word or lego, is life. Knowing there are only two 
choices we must know one has overcome the other. Words of life cannot be 
destroyed when they dominate your conversation. The first thing that’s required 
is to think before we speak. Now that means most of us must slow down and 
be sure what we say is what we want before we release it into the atmosphere. 
Honestly, there isn’t anything that is more important than planning what we say 
before we say it. Because our words are LEGOS or building blocks, we must begin 
to build the foundation of our life on words of life and nothing else. We must begin 
to pay strict attention to our conversations in order to reprogram ourselves into 
speaking what the Father says or what has been written in His Word. The Hebrew 
word here for life is very similar in definition to the Greek word zoe. It means alive, 
active, prosperity, quickened from sickness and discouragement. We see here 
that the fruit of words of life is what we want, but yet because of wrong speaking 
we have a mixed bag of death to one degree or another. Let’s commit to making 
this month, July 2019, our words of life month beginning a words of life lifestyle! 

Quote of the day

Death and life like darkness and light, both are.



July//10/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Proverbs 18:21//...and they that love it shall eat the fruit thereof.

Today’s word-New King James Version
1 Samuel 18//Romans 2

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 10

Thought for today

Well, up to this point we’ve seen some powerful verses that contain some 
easy to understand LEGOS. These building blocks called words are a force to 
be reckoned with and must be. Honestly, there is no such thing as an “I’m just 
kidding”, or “I didn’t mean that”, or any number of other phrases that hold 
death but aren’t recognized as such. I’m sure you realize that all negative 
speech is death. In order for speech to be beneficial it must produce or 
promote life in the one speaking or the one or ones listening. Conversation 
cannot be mean spirited, rude or insensitive and contain life. Often how 
someone presents what they say is as important as what they say. Now, 
for sure there are some things you can say to some people that won’t be 
received or perceived correctly no matter what or how you say it. This is 
where it’s imperative that whatever we say we say with the right heart, spirit, 
and motive. When this is the case then we know what we say will produce 
life if life is desired by those who hear. Here’s the thing about LEGOS, they 
either contain life or death and that’s what they are programmed to produce.

Quote of the day

A word’s definition is what it produces every time.



July//11/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Matthew 12:33//...for the tree is known by his fruit.

Today’s word-New King James Version
1 Samuel 19//Romans 3

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 11

Thought for today

We saw yesterday in the last part of Proverbs 18:21 that all our LEGOS have 
definitions described as fruit. This is another powerful way to see how words 
produce a certain thing, in this case either life or death. I’m reminded of Jesus 
telling His followers that they would be known by their fruit. Well, for sure He 
was saying what you think and say will soon be seen in the fruit of the visible 
life you present to those around you. The thing is, often you are liked or disliked 
according to your talk as well as your lifestyle. The truth is one is dependant on 
the other. The way you talk will lead you into the way you act or present yourself. 
I believe we could say that our thinking and walking are mutually dependant 
and defined by the LEGOS or words we release. You know, a person can think 
and not speak, but after he’s spoken, the definition of what he has said is set in 
motion and it’s just a matter of time until it shows up in his actions or lifestyle. 
Even self-talk or talk behind closed doors can initiate fruit or action in one’s life. 
I don’t care if you are talking to a crowd or talking out loud to yourself, you have 
spoken from your heart and it will be set in motion and eventually come to pass.

Quote of the day

Talk isn’t cheap; it produces death or life.



July//12/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Ephesians 4:29//Let no corrupt communication proceed out of your mouth, 
but that which is good to the use of edifying, that it may minister grace 
unto the hearers.

Today’s word-New King James Version
1 Samuel 20//Romans 4

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 12

Thought for today

I mentioned the other day about the motive or heart behind our speech 
and how it should be designed to bless those it’s meant for. Yes, I said some 
may not receive it that way but that’s not your issue, only your motive. This 
actually has to do with our love for others and our desire to serve them the 
best way we can in all we say and do. It doesn’t matter if they’re family, 
friends, co-workers, or strangers, any time we have someone’s ear we should 
be aware of what and  how we are using our LEGOS. As I’ve said before this 
new lifestyle of speaking life is going to require  some serious focus. Whether 
it’s self-talk or conversation with others, everything we say should be filled 
with encouragement and hope. People don’t need an attitude or piece of 
our mind, but rather something from the heart of the Father to help them. 
The thing about having the right attitude and agenda is the Father is able to 
take what we say and do and cause it to be even more effective not only in 
our lives but those we influence. Don’t forget, no one is the Father’s favorite 
so it’s imperative we see each other as equally valuable in the Father’s eyes.

Quote of the day

Words with the right agenda will separate the lovers from the pretenders.



July//13/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Ephesians 4:29//Let no corrupt communication proceed out of your mouth, 
but that which is good to the use of edifying, that it may minister grace unto 
the hearers.

Today’s word-New King James Version
1 Samuel 21//Romans 5

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 13

Thought for today

Let’s take a closer look at yesterday’s verse since it’s filled with answers for all 
of us. Honestly, not very many of God’s kids take their words this seriously, but 
I believe YOU want to. The word or LEGO corrupt means rotten, putrified, worn 
out, not fit for use, bad or worthless. Wow! That means a huge percentage 
of the things we give voice to are not fit for human ears. Not to mention 
anything we say contrary to the Word of God is not only going to adversely 
affect us but others also. I don’t believe we have a clue as to the devastation 
that occurs, first within ourselves, and potentially those around us, when 
we talk contrary to the Word of God! Don’t think for a minute that corrupt 
communication is simply dirty, fowl language but it is anything that creates 
an air of negativity, worry, fear or unbelief. So much of today’s conversations 
are literally charged with doubt and unbelief. The very thing that destroys our 
faith is released from our mouths. You cannot, I say cannot, talk two ways 
and have one blessed future. No, we must take our words seriously and allow 
them to build our lives for God’s glory and the advancement of His kingdom.

Quote of the day

A blessed future is linked to your words.



July//14/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Ephesians 5:4//Neither filthiness, nor foolish talking, nor jesting, which are not 
convenient: but rather giving of thanks.

Today’s word-New King James Version 
1 Samuel 22//Romans 6  

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 14

Thought for today

I want to move ahead a chapter today and look at the Apostle Paul once again 
talking about our talking. Paul had been talking about our need to be followers 
of God as dear children and then began to talk about things that we needed to 
avoid. I would encourage you to read verses one through twenty, but we are 
going to take a look at verse seven. Paul talked about a thing called “foolish 
jesting” which means defamation, slander, vitriol, venom, denigration, and 
deprecation. We could sum these up with one word, INSULTS. Tie this in with 
foolish talking and we see the root is corrupt, vain, random and most of all 
SINFUL! It’s imperative that we understand this because our society is filled 
with this type of communication, and its end will always be the same: division 
and destruction. The level of disrespect we are exposed to toward others, even 
from the highest authorities in the land, cannot create anything but hatred 
and bitterness, not to mention what these LEGOS are doing to each individual. 
Surely as the men and women of God we need to develop our shut-up ability

Quote of the day

As the men and women of God we need to learn how to shut-up!



July//15/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Ephesians 5:4//...but rather giving of thanks.

Today’s word-New King James Version
1 Samuel 23//Romans 7

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 15

Thought for today

The end of yesterday’s verse gives us the answer to what our LEGOS should 
consist of, and that’s simply being thankful. Honestly, this seems so simple 
but it should be the child of God’s posture in all their communication. Now, I 
presuppose that you have a revelation of what the Father has done for you, 
am I right? I suppose you realize that tied to this revelation is the realization 
that He has taken care of all your past, present, and future needs, right? These 
two questions being answered “yes” leaves no doubt as to how we should 
see whatever faces us NO PROBLEM producing NO REASON to do anything 
but continue to be THANKFUL. To use our LEGOS to constantly give thanks 
sets us up for a supernatural peace of mind and confident expectation that 
everything is going to be just fine. This sets the stage for great faith when 
one can believe and speak in line with the Word without using words that 
depreciate our position In Him. Words that have to do with giving thanks are 
also pleasing, agreeable, acceptable, and encouraging to others. This my family 
is the key to peace and influence and it all begins with how we use our LEGOS.

Quote of the day

LEGOS should be used to promote peace.



July//16/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Isaiah 5:20//Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil....

Today’s word-New King James Version
1 Samuel 24//Romans 8

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 16

Thought for today

There is a principle in the Word of God that I believe very few Christians fully 
understand and unbelievers definitely don’t; it is calling good evil or evil 
good. The next couple of days we will look at this principle and pull the covers 
off some seemingly hard questions and present some very easy answers. 
Family, this is so huge, pay very close attention! I believe the presence of 
this principle is the root of generational degradation. Now today’s verse 
reveals this principle so let’s look into this and see what it creates and 
what can be done to alleviate its grip of death on those who fall prey to 
its simplicity. Now remember the verse says “them that call evil good”. To 
call is to speak or say. Very important, huh? Ok, listen to this definition for 
the word degradation I used in light of the generational issues that don’t go 
away, but get worse. Degradation is the process of being degraded; a trail 
of human misery and degradation; humiliation, shame, loss of dignity, loss 
of self-respect, abasement. Wow, we see a picture here of many ethnicities 
and people groups who have suffered for centuries all because of WORDS!

Quote of the day

The transposition of words and thoughts brings destruction.



July//17/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Isaiah 5:20//Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil....

Today’s word-New King James Version 
1 Samuel 25//Romans 9 

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 17

Thought for today

Today, just think of the people and people groups who have labored under 
the idea that they were something they weren’t! Yes, of course, many, yes 
many people groups have been abused, demeaned, mistreated, murdered, 
enslaved, and on and on! There is no argument as to the travesties and 
tragedies people have been put through. Cruel and evil people have taken 
advantage of others for their own selfish reasons but what we must know is 
that wherever we find ourselves, regardless of the circumstances we can TALK 
our way out of them  or we can PERPETUATE them. You better meditate on 
that long enough to realize that there are LEGOS available to deliver you and 
all who follow your lead, or you can further assure your and their permanent 
demise. This is powerful territory because death and life are in your LEGOS, 
not the circumstances you now find yourself. As the men and women of God 
it is up to each of us to work out the freedom that’s in us by words and 
actions that are full of the life of God. He already sees you sitting next to Him 
as a whole son or daughter. What do you see, because that is what you say?

Quote of the day

Begin to say, “I’m a victor not a victim”.



July//18/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Proverbs 17:13//Whoso rewardeth evil for good, evil shall not depart from his 
house.

Today’s word-New King James Version 
1 Samuel 26//Romans 10

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 18

Thought for today

Ok, today we’re going to switch to another verse for the purpose of seeing the 
devastation that occurs and continues as a result of calling evil good. It looks 
like these two verses are going to trigger many others in the New Testament 
helping us to never again question the power of a LEGO. Today’s verse says 
rewarding or calling evil good will keep evil from departing or leaving your 
house. We will expound on house later, but the point is the fruit of transposed 
LEGOS produces chaos, confusion, destruction, and perpetuation of death to 
one degree on another. By our words or LEGOS we perpetuate the condition 
or circumstances that surround us, and if they are negative they will not only 
remain negative but become increasingly more entrenched in our lives. Listen, 
the reason people remain in death cycles even the ones they didn’t initiate 
is because they continue to fortify their misery with more miserable LEGOS. 
I’m telling you, you will never experience deliverance from bad situations 
and circumstances until you change your LEGOS. You will never be free from 
the past until you begin to speak what belongs to you, now and forever.

Quote of the day

Your deliverance is in your LEGOS.



July//19/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Isaiah 5:20//Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put 
darkness for light, and light for darkness....

Today’s word-New King James Version
1 Samuel 27//Romans 11

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 19

Thought for today

Let’s go back to the book of Isaiah today. So, calling evil good and good evil is a 
major no, no. Oh, by the way, I just remembered we hadn’t looked at the definition 
of “woe”. It’s a real key to what lies in store for those who say and do what we 
say they shouldn’t. Woe means great sorrow or distress, sadness, unhappiness, 
heartache, heartbreak, despondency, desolation, despair, dejection, depression, 
gloom, adversity, misfortune, disaster, affliction, suffering, hardship, pain, agony, 
grief, anguish, and TORMENT. Ok family, I could take any one of these definitions 
and fit them into the lives of people who have allowed themselves to remain 
ensnared in circumstances because of their LEGOS. Come on now, all of us to 
one degree or another have found ourselves in a position or circumstance that 
wasn’t of our choosing, yet we have not taken advantage of the Word of God 
and its promise to deliver us by continuing to speak the same LEGOS instead of 
speaking the Word. You better listen to me, all of you, this is your month and 
your chance to change the course of your life with the words of your mouth.

Quote of the day

When light LEGOS are on the scene, darkness must go. 



July//20/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Proverbs 12:13//The wicked is snared by the transgression of his lips....

Today’s word-New King James Version
1 Samuel 28//Romans 12

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 20

Thought for today

In light of what we looked at yesterday, I am sure you can relate to hearing 
people use some of those definitions as a description of their lives. You know, 
something like, “I have just been so depressed”; “life is hard”; “we suffer”; “we’re 
in pain, heartbreak, and sorrow and always have been”; “this is just how it is for 
our people”. Did you see those LEGOS? Have you or the people around you ever 
used some of those LEGOS as a testimony of their condition or position? How 
about the phrases, “well, mom and grandma had it”; “we never catch a break”; 
“life’s not fair”; “I guess this is just the way it has to be for us”; “I’m sick all the 
time”; “my [whatever hurts];” “people are just prejudice and bigoted”; “I’m just 
the wrong color”; “too short”; “too fat”. Listen, LEGOS are either going to be filled 
with death or life and what you speak is entirely up to you. Because you are called 
to walk or live by faith, believing and speaking according to the Word of God 
and not sight, the direction of your future is entirely up to you. Your LEGOS will 
either bring the Father’s promises into your life or you will continue affirming 
with your LEGOS what your circumstances dictate. Once you have received 
the life in Him, start allowing your LEGOS to bring that life to manifestation. 

Quote of the day

Your LEGOS snare you or release you;  it’s up to you.



July//21/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Proverbs 12:13//The wicked is snared by the transgression of his lips....

Today’s word-New King James Version
1 Samuel 29//Romans 13

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 21

Thought for today

Don’t be deceived by the word wicked in yesterday’s verse; it simply means 
twisted or wrong in speech or LEGOS. If you are twisted or wrong, whose fault 
is that? If we attend chooselife, have attended DEEP, and have actually been 
paying attention, then it would be our fault, huh? Of course it’s our fault, and 
honestly there is no excuse for not putting the brakes on a mouth filled with 
death. The thing about this word snared is that it’s just like the nature of its 
author. It means to set a trap. Listen, words or LEGOS don’t produce immediately 
but they go to work immediately. It means to bait, lure, and catch or entrap. 
Hey family, that’s exactly what your words or LEGOS will do whether they are 
words of life or death. They will produce their definition. Remember what satan 
told Eve, “has God said you will surely die”? He was enticing her to delegitimize 
the LEGO of God! Well listen, if there are any LEGOS that need to be embraced 
and copied they are the LEGOS of God. It’s His Word and His Word alone that 
can be counted on for deliverance and healing in every area of your life.

Quote of the day

If you want to be snared by LEGOS, make them God’s.



July//22/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Proverbs 12:13//...but the just shall come out of trouble.

Today’s word-New King James Version
1 Samuel 30//Romans 14

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 22

Thought for today

A perfect confirmation of the power of words, or LEGOS can be seen clearly in 
yesterday’s verse. It’s obvious that in the plan of the Father there is a thing 
called “A” and then there are all of man’s plans. This simply means that in the 
Father’s plan “A” there is always an answer or solution for finding oneself in 
plan b thru z. In the case of words or LEGOS there are those that destroy and 
those that restore. No matter how jacked up a situation may be, there are ways 
of escape in the plan “A” of the Father. As sure as one can become snared with 
his words, he or she can be delivered with their words. A true person of faith 
has the assistance of the Father and the infallibility of the Word to rely on for 
situation reversals. When the righteous, God’s kids, begin to honor the Father 
and use His Word correctly it will begin to deliver them. I say begin, because 
the restoration of things that have been stolen or lost often takes time. Listen, 
we didn’t or don’t get in trouble in a moment’s time and it usually takes 
time for the entire restoration process to occur. The key is when you begin 
to talk right no matter what the circumstances were, they will be changed.

Quote of the day

LEGOS destroy and LEGOS restore.



July//23/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Matthew 24:35, Mark 13:31 Luke 21:33//Heaven and earth shall pass away, but 
my words shall not pass away.

Today’s word-New King James Version
2 Samuel 1//Romans 15

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 23

Thought for today

A few days ago we talked about those who call or LEGO evil good, or declare 
things that aren’t a part of God’s Word are in some way not relevant or 
necessary in today’s progressive world. Let me tell us something, it is the 
Word, or lego of God that lives and abides forever. It is His Word that the world 
was framed with from elements to beasts, foliage, to you and I. There are no 
more relevant words or LEGOS in the universe that are more powerful and 
timely than the Father’s. His LEGOS are infinite and will exist forever. When His 
principles are believed and spoken they will produce the same timely results 
they were designed to produce. Family, go back and read day 19 again and 
meditate on those definitions and tell me if you can’t see certain issues and 
cycles your family or friends have kept themselves talked into. How many times 
do we have to remind ourselves of Proverbs 18:21? If we need to repeat it 
over and over and over and over and over again we must come to grips with 
the fact that our LEGOS are the very thing that either cause our life to be the 
life of God, or we settle for death on many levels! The Father said, choose life.

Quote of the day 

The Father’s LEGOS are timeless principles of life.



July//24/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
John 7:38//He that believeth on me, as the scripture hath said, out of his 
belly shall flow rivers of living water.

Today’s word-New King James Version
2 Samuel 2//Romans 16

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 24

Thought for today

Family, I can’t stop thinking about day 19. Myself, as well as countless others I’ve 
known have talked as if words meant nothing. What a revelation to know that 
they are seeds and within them is their exact definition. Just think that mankind 
has allowed his or her own mouth to take them out! Those definitions of woe 
makes it clear the definition of those words become the definition of their 
lives, mine and yours included! I pray it has become so obvious to us this month 
how we become more deeply entrenched in our own vomit by continuing to 
regurgitate the same LEGOS of destruction and death. Our lives will be defined 
by LEGOS that have no place in our heart and mouth, but because of repetition 
they become as familiar spirits or comfort foods, even though they continue to 
make our lives worse and worse! Let me tell us something, just like God’s words 
are incorruptible seeds, so the words or LEGOS of the world; they will produce 
their definitions. Yes, God’s Word can restore and renew, but there must be 
consistent planting of words of life in order for man’s life to restored to order.

Quote of the day

The order of God begins in the heart and mouth. 



July//25/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Job 15:6//Thine own mouth condemn thee, not I: yea, thine own lips testify 
against thee.....

Today’s word-New King James Version
2 Samuel 3//1 Corinthians 1

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 25

    
Thought for today

In our world today almost everything a person deals with is supposed to be 
genetic, or if negative maybe a disease. You know, today a person addicted to 
almost anything has a “disease” in that area. Well, sure enough there are some 
things we inherit genetically, but those genetics are overruled by the power of 
the blood of Jesus not to mention, in most cases those genetics have nothing 
to do with what we choose for ourselves. We all reach an age of accountability! 
Case in point: I was told my dad drank excessively until he was in his late 
twenties. Now I never saw this for myself but yet when I was presented with 
the opportunity as a young boy I chose to do so even though I knew it was 
wrong. You see family, because we were created in the image of the Father 
as speaking spirits, .we do what we do because that’s what we choose to do 
not simply because of what others close to us do or don’t do.  Just because we 
are/were raised by people who have issues, doesn’t mean their issues have to 
become our issues. Yes, being raised in an atmosphere of darkness can influence 
one’s choices both verbally and naturally, but the final accounting is ON YOU!

Quote of the day 

Like Job, your own mouth condemns you.



July//26/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Mark 11:23//...and shall not doubt in his heart, but shall believe that those 
things which he saith shall come to pass; he shall have whatsoever he saith.

Today’s word-New King James Version
2 Samuel 4//1 Corinthians 2

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 26

Thought for today

Based on many of the verses we looked at this month I believe we can safely 
say our demise is not genetic but prophetic. Now prophetic has to do with 
what’s spoken not what’s broken. In other words, it isn’t what’s wrong with 
you physically or even mentally (unless of course you’re without any mental 
capabilities, in which case you have a special place in the heart of the Father) 
that defines, you but your LEGOS. You and I must be so aware of our LEGOS 
that we come to a place where we know we will have what we say. This is a 
revelation from Mark 11 that each of us must have in order for the words or 
LEGOS of our mouth to produce for us on purpose. Yes, LEGOS will produce 
over time but when we know how powerful our words are as well as the all 
powerful words of God then what we say is going to be what we have and 
see in our lives on a consistent basis. I want us to have an acute awareness 
of everything we speak in order to direct our lives according to the Word of 
God. If death and life are in my LEGOS, then I want my words to be His words.

Quote of the day

You are the prophet of your own life.



July//27/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Proverbs 4:23//Keep thy heart with all diligence; for out of it are the issues 
of life.

Today’s word-New King James Version
2 Samuel 5//1 Corinthians 3

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 27

Thought for today

I’m not letting you off the hook because you say you don’t really mean what 
you’re saying. I imagine over the years I’ve said that innumerable times myself, 
but yet according to the Word of God that can’t be so. We know that all 
we say and do comes from our heart, or gathering place where spirit meets 
soul. Every issue of life, whether word or action, finds its origin in our heart! 
Whether we care to admit it or not we are the ones responsible for what we 
say, do, and experience. This is actually a huge blessing because if what our 
heart is full of is the Word of God, then it will build for us the life the Father 
has planned. The process begins with what we think about and then when it 
becomes abundant in our hearts, out come the LEGOS producing the actions 
and the life we’ve sown. This is a very simple process and every bit of it is up 
to us. We cannot blame any outside source for what we think about, what we 
say, or the harvest we experience. No, it’s time you realize from your heart will 
flow the life you live, like it or not. Life doesn’t just happen; it begins between 
your ears then finds its way down into your heart, then comes the LEGOS!

Quote of the day

LEGOS are the vehicles that reveal the life you’ve chosen.



July//28/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Proverbs 4:23//Keep thy heart with all diligence; for out of it are the issues of 
life.

Today’s word-New King James Version
2 Samuel 6//1 Corinthians 4

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 28

Thought for today

Yesterday’s verse really pinpoints the area that must be taken seriously if we 
expect to experience the life Jesus paid for us to have. Honestly, as I look 
around I become more and more focused on challenging all of us to not 
become satisfied or accustomed to a place of comfort that’s designed to rob 
us of what is truly available. The fight to guard our heart and mind must be 
our number one priority no matter where we go, in all we see, all we hear, 
and in all the LEGOS that follow. Our verse even goes so far as to use the LEGO 
diligence as it pertains to the importance of what our heart is filled with. 
The LEGO diligence is defined as watch, protect, keep, or guard. This means 
that every LEGO you’re exposed to can potentially become one you shouldn’t 
speak or give place to. This is really where most people get in trouble because 
they think nothing of the potential impact the things they hear and expose 
themselves to can truly become. Jesus mentioned being aware of what you 
hear because it can set you up for believing what you shouldn’t and then saying

Quote of the day

If your heart contains your LEGOS no wonder you should guard your heart!



July//29/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Matthew 12:34//O generation of vipers, how can ye, being evil, speak good 
things? For out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh.

Today’s word-New King James Version
2 Samuel 7//1 Corinthians 5

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 29

Thought for today

Here’s the big deal about the abundance of our heart, Jesus said it would 
come out of our mouth. This doesn’t need much research to understand. 
Jesus made it clear those with no understanding of the power of their LEGOS 
would be unable to produce that which is good or acceptable. This means that 
as soon as we become the children of God we have to make a commitment 
to take everything we put in our hearts and minds seriously. You can’t expose 
yourself to just anything and not expect it to eventually find its way into 
your mouth; and listen, when it parts your lips the building process begins 
whether you like it or not or believe it or not! This simple principle will make or 
break your life and fill you with that which is good or evil! Don’t forget, death 
and life are the only two options that can be produced from your mouth so 
that leaves no room for error! Everyday you are hearing, seeing, and doing 
things that are filling your heart with LEGOS. This process always works. The 
LEGOS you hear the most will be the ones spoken and the ones produced.

Quote of the day

LEGOS in, LEGOS out!



July//30/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Matthew 12:34//...for out of the abundance of the heart the mouth 
speaketh.

Today’s word-New King James Version
2 Samuel 8//1 Corinthians 6

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 30

Thought for today

Yesterday we saw the Lord Jesus make it abundantly clear that what we 
say comes from an abundance in our heart. No, He didn’t say you were just 
kidding, you were just playing, or you didn’t mean it, He said it was because 
of its abundance in your LEGO collection. In your heart is a treasure of LEGOS 
covering all you have allowed to enter. You have LEGOS concerning the things of 
God, you have LEGOS concerning relational issues; you have LEGOS concerning 
political issues; you have LEGOS concerning all you’ve been exposed to. Your 
heart is made up of what you really believe whether in the form of faith 
LEGOS or doubt LEGOS on any given subject. This truth is especially powerful 
because Jesus said if we want what’s available we must stick with believing 
LEGOS. So, this abundance will make up your conversations and then your 
conversations will create your life. This is what Proverbs 4:23 is all about 
because issues are borders or boundaries. The fence around your life is made 
up of all the LEGOS you set in motion. You best be speaking Word of God LEGOS.

Quote of the day

There are two types of LEGOS: believing and doubting, on every subject.



   July//31/2019

TODAY'S VERSE
Matthew 12:34//...for out of the abundance of the heart the mouth 
speaketh.

Today’s word-New King James Version
2 Samuel 9//1 Corinthians 7

Today’s word-Street version
Proverbs 31

Thought for today

We’re going to take another month to deal with LEGOS but my prayer is 
that you have already begun to see why you have some of the issues you 
have based on this last month. You must simply but consistently consider 
your words or LEGOS before you give them breath. This will take some work, 
especially initially, but will become easier and easier as you replace the jacked 
up LEGOS you’ve been using for years with the life-giving LEGOS that come 
from God’s Word. What will happen is you will begin to see things entirely 
different because honestly, you were living a lie. That’s a picture of one who 
is living a sub-standard life that the Father had in fact created for abundance 
and peace. Mankind was not created to deal with all he/she is dealing with and 
can begin to experience restoration the moment they put the right LEGOS in 
motion. We begin by filling our heart and mind with a continual barrage of 
the Word of God and then draw from a heart full of life LEGOS. Immediately 
we will see things change for the better because that’s what the Word of God 
LEGOS are programed to do. From death to life, from poor to rich, from sick to 
whole, from mad to glad, from mean to sweet, from scattered to disciplined.

Quote of the day

LEGOS of life are filling our mouth.



Name____________________________
CLC ID # _________________________
GS logged _________________________

(Please use either the daily devotions or KJV to answer question number one 
and NKJV for questions two and three).

July 1//Mark 11:23//1 Samuel 9//Acts 21

1.  ...but shall believe that those things which he _________ [LEGO] shall come
     to pass....
2.  “Tomorrow about this time I will send you a man from the land of 
     _____________, and you shall anoint him commander over My people Israel,
     that he may save My people from the hand of the Philistines; for I have
     ____________ upon My people, because their cry has come to Me.” (He has
     looked upon His people! I love how God is so aware!)
3.  When he reached the stairs, he had to be ____________ by the soldiers 
     because of the _____________ of the mob. (Don’t feel sorry for yourself 
     cause your one friend doesn’t agree with your decision to serve God! GET 
     A NEW FRIEND!)          

July 2//Matthew 12:37//1 Samuel 10//Acts 22

1.  ...and by thy __________ thou shalt be condemned.   
2.  And let it be, when these __________ come to you, that you do as the
     ____________ demands; for God is with you. (God is with you!!!!)
3.  And when the blood of Your ____________ Stephen was shed, I also was 
     standing by consenting to his death, and ___________ the clothes of those
     who were killing him. (Paul had to choose to forgive himself, or this
     would have kept him from being all God called him to be!)
     
July 3//Matthew 12:37//1 Samuel 11//Acts 23  

1.  For by thy ___________ thou shalt be justified....
2.  But Saul said, “Not a man shall be put to ___________ this day, for today 
     the Lord has accomplished _____________ in Israel.” (God is a God of 
     salvation!)     
3.  They came to the chief priests and ___________, and said, “We have 
     bound ourselves under a great oath that we will eat nothing until we 
     have ___________ Paul.(You will always find someone to agree with your
     stupidity!)

             

Review Guide



July 4//Matthew 12:37//1 Samuel 12//Acts 24
1.  ...and by thy ___________ thou shalt be condemned.   
2.  Then they cried out to the Lord, and said, “We have ____________, because
     we have forsaken the Lord and served the Baals and Ashtoreths; but now
     deliver us from the hand of our ____________, and we will serve You.”
     (You have to be willing to admit when you are wrong!)     
3.  So he commanded the centurion to keep Paul and to let him have liberty,
     and told him not to __________ any of his friends to _____________ for or
     visit him. (As you honor God, people are gonna start doing you favors
     and you don’t even know why! IT’S THE BLESSING!)
          
July 5//James 1:22//1 Samuel 13//Acts 25  

1.  But be ye __________ of the Word, and not hearers only, deceiving your
     own selves.
2.  And Samuel said, “What have you __________?” Saul said, “When I saw that
     the people were ____________ from me, and that you did not come within
     the days appointed, and that the Philistines gathered together at
     Michmash....” (When I saw…your eyes will always lead you into 
     compromise!)
3.  Therefore when they had come _____________, without any delay, the next
     day I sat on the judgment seat and ________________ the man to be 
     brought in. (I am so grateful that Jesus took the judgement for me!)
         
July 6//Proverbs 18:21//1 Samuel 14//Acts 26

1.  Death and life are in the power of the ____________: and they that love 
     it shall eat the fruit thereof. 
2.  And Jonathan ___________ up on his hands and knees with his armorbearer 
     after him; and they fell before Jonathan. And as he __________ after him,
     his armorbearer killed them. (It matters who you follow! The armorbearer 
     got to be a part of the victory.)
3.  So I said, “Who are You, Lord?” And He said, “I am ____________, whom you
     are ________________.” (When you find out who He is, you will be able to
     do what He has called you to do!)    
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July 7//1 Peter 5:8//1 Samuel 15//Acts 27

1.  Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a roaring
     lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may ___________....
2.  So Samuel said, “When you were ________ in your own eyes, were you not
     head of the tribes of Israel? And did not the Lord __________ you king over
     Israel?” (It is ignorant to go back to the life that you were rescued from!)     
3.  And now I urge you to take heart, for there will be no _________ of life
     among you, but only of the ________. (Even though they ignored the first
     warning, he still spoke into their lives. Don’t stop giving people the
     truth.)
     
July 8//Proverbs 18:21//1 Samuel 16//Acts 28
1.  Death and life are in the ____________ of the tongue: and they that love
     it shall eat the fruit thereof.
2.  So David _________ to Saul and stood before him. And he __________ him 
     greatly, and he became his armorbearer. (Those that bring something
     spiritual to your life will be the first ones you turn on when you no longer
     want to honor God!)
3.  For the hearts of this people have grown dull. Their ears are hard of
     hearing, and their eyes they have ___________, lest they should see with 
     their eyes and hear with their ears, lest they should ______________ with
     their hearts and turn, so that I should heal them. (Refuse to be a people
     that grows dull!)
   
July 9//Proverbs 18:21//1 Samuel 17//Romans 1

1.  Death and life are in the power of the ____________: and they that love
     it shall eat the fruit thereof.
2.  Then David said to Saul, “Let no man’s ___________ fail because of him;
     your servant will go and fight with this _____________.” (Fear will always 
     cause you to lose heart!)
3.  For in it the __________________ of God is revealed from faith to faith; as
      it is written, “The just shall live by ________.” (If you are not trusting in God, 
     you are not really living!)

Review Guide



July 10//Proverbs 18:21//1 Samuel 18//Romans 2
1.  ...and they that love it shall eat the ___________ thereof.
2.  Then Saul was very ___________, and the saying displeased him; and he
     said, “They have ascribed to David ten thousands, and to me they have 
      ascribed only thousands. Now what more can he have but the __________?” 
     (When you are focused on how others are doing things, you will always be
     angry! Focus on GOD!)     
3.  You, therefore, who ___________ another, do you not teach yourself? You
     who preach that a man should not _________, do you steal? (When you are 
     unwilling to lead your own life, you make yourself bossy not influential!)

July 11//Matthew 12:33//1 Samuel 19//Romans 3

1.  ...for the tree is known by his ___________.
2.  So David fled and ____________, and went to Samuel at Ramah, and told
     him all that Saul had done to him. And he and _____________ went and 
     stayed in Naioth. (Notice who David went to, his man of God! Be 
     unwilling to minimize the role of your pastor!)
3.  Therefore by the _________ of the law no flesh will be justified in His sight,
     for by the law is the knowledge of ________. (You don’t work out your
     justification, you work out your salvation. Work is involved, just not the
     kind that makes your flesh feel good!)    
                       
July 12//Ephesians 4:29//1 Samuel 20//Romans 4

1.  Let no ____________ communication proceed out of your mouth, but that
     which is good to the use of edifying, that it may minister grace unto the
     hearers.
2.  So Jonathan said to __________, “Whatever you yourself _________, I will do 
     it for you.” (Friends should be willing to help each other out!)       
3.  For what does the Scripture say? “_____________ believed God, and it was
     accounted to him for ________________.” (What you believe makes you
     who you are! Believe in Jesus!)

Review Guide



July 13//Ephesians 4:29//1 Samuel 21//Romans 5

1.  Let no corrupt __________________ proceed out of your mouth, but that
     which is good to the use of edifying, that it may minister grace unto the
     hearers.
2.  So David said to Ahimelech the __________, “The king has ordered me on
     some business, and said to me, ‘Do not let anyone know ____________
     about the business on which I send you, or what I have commanded you.’ 
     And I have directed my young men to such and such a place.” (David
     was running from Saul, because he wanted to kill him…notice that he 
     said nothing of that! Refuse to speak against God’s anointed!!!)   
3.  And the gift is not like that which came through the one who ___________.
      For the judgment which came from one offense resulted in condemnation,
     but the free gift which came from many offenses resulted in 
     ________________. (The enemy condemns! Refuse to allow him to condemn
     you.)     
 
July 14//Ephesians 5:4//1 Samuel 22//Romans 6           

1.  ______________ filthiness, nor foolish talking, nor jesting, which are not 
     convenient: but rather giving of thanks.
2.  “Did I then begin to ____________ of God for him? Far be it from me! Let not 
     the king impute anything to his servant, or to any in the ___________ of my
     father. For your servant knew nothing of all this, little or much.” (He
     wasn’t perfect, but his unwillingness to dishonor God’s anointed is such
     a BIG deal!)          
3.  For he who has _______ has been _________ from sin. (When you die to self,
     you won’t find yourself sinning!)
      
July 15//Ephesians 5:4//1 Samuel 23//Romans 7

1.  ...but rather giving of ____________.
2.  Then Jonathan, Saul’s son, arose and went to David in the __________
     and _________________ his hand in God. (When God has brought people
     into your life, steward those relationships the right way!)               
3.  Therefore the law is _________, and the _________________ holy and just 
     and good. (The Word of God is holy! Don’t treat it casually!)
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July 16//Isaiah 5:20//1 Samuel 24//Romans 8

1.  Woe unto them that call ________ good, and good evil….
2.  So David ______________ his servants with these words, and did not allow
     them to rise ____________ Saul. And Saul got up from the cave and went 
     on his way. (David was unwilling to allow others to dishonor God’s 
     anointed! Don’t participate in dishonoring conversations!)
3.  For to be __________ minded is death, but to be ____________ minded is life
     and peace. (Your mind is carnal…that is why you must renew it…don’t
     renew it, death is a result!)
      
July 17//Isaiah 5:20//1 Samuel 25//Romans 9

1.  Woe unto them that call evil good, and _________ evil….
2.  Then Nabal answered David’s servants, and said, “Who is __________, and
     who is the son of Jesse? There are many servants _____________ who break
     away each one from his master.” (Don’t dishonor the man of God!)
3.  For He says to Moses, “I will have ____________ on whomever I will have
     mercy, and I will have compassion on ____________ I will have compassion.” 
     (God is a God of mercy and compassion!) 

July 18//Proverbs 17:13//1 Samuel 26//Romans 10
1.  Whoso _______________ evil for good, evil shall not depart from his house.
2.  And he said, “Why does my lord thus pursue his ___________? For what 
     have I done, or what _______ is in my hand? (Notice what David didn’t do? 
     ASSUME!!!)
3.  And how shall they preach unless they are _________? As it is written:
     “How beautiful are the feet of those who preach the gospel of __________,
     Who bring glad tidings of good things!” (Where your feet go, your life
     goes! Beauty is in the life of those that share the love of the Father!)
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July 19//Isaiah 5:20//1 Samuel 27//Romans 11
1.  Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for
     __________, and light for darkness….
2.  David would save neither man nor woman __________, to bring news to
     Gath, saying, “Lest they should inform on us, saying, ‘Thus David did.’” 
     And thus was his ______________ all the time he dwelt in the country of the 
     Philistines. (David wasn’t trying to have anyone spread what he was doing,
     this was about the Father, not the fame!)
3.  Even so then, at this present time there is a ___________ according to the
     election of __________. (I will be a part of the remnant of people that love 
     and honor God!) 

July 20//Proverbs 12:13//1 Samuel 28//Romans 12
1.  The wicked is ____________ by the transgression of his lips….
2.  So Saul disguised himself and put on other _____________, and he went, and
     two men with him; and they came to the woman by night. And he said,
     “Please conduct a ___________ for me, and bring up for me the one I shall 
     name to you.” (You will always have to be fake when you compromise!)
3.  For as we have many ______________ in one body, but all the members do 
     not have the same ____________.... (We are in this together, and guess what,
     if you stop functioning, that affects the whole body…stop thinking this is
     just about you!!)          

July 21//Proverbs 12:13//1 Samuel 29//Romans 13
1.  The wicked is snared by the _____________________ of his lips....
2.  Then Achish called David and said to him, “Surely, as the Lord _________, you
     have been upright, and your going out and your coming in with me in the
     army is good in my sight. For to this _________ I have not found evil in you 
      since the day of your coming to me. Nevertheless the lords do not favor you.
     (Your life should make an impact on others! Not because of you, but the
     greater one in you!)
3.  Render therefore to all their due: ________ to whom taxes are due, customs
     to whom customs, fear to whom fear, honor to whom ___________. (You
     must be willing to give to others what belongs to them!)
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July 22//Proverbs 12:13//1 Samuel 30//Romans 14
1.  ...but the just shall _________ out of trouble.
2.  Now when David came to Ziklag, he sent some of the __________ to the 
     elders of Judah, to his friends, saying, “Here is a ____________ for you from 
     the spoil of the enemies of the Lord”— (Be generous! Don’t just think about
     yourself!)
3.  So then ________ of us shall give account of ___________ to God. (You have to 
     give an account, and your excuses aren’t going to carry weight in heaven.)                                                                                                                 

July 23//Matthew 24:35, Mark 13:31, Luke 21:33//2 Samuel 1//Romans 15

1.  Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my words shall _______ pass away.
2.  So David said to him, “How was it you were not __________ to put forth your
     hand to destroy the Lord’s _____________?” (How was it that you were not
     afraid? STOP being so casual with the things of God!!!)     
3.  Now may the God of hope fill you with all joy and ____________ in believing,
     that you may abound in hope by the ____________ of the Holy Spirit. (God 
      can’t fill you with joy and peace when you are full of your dreams and plans!)

July 24//John 7:38//2 Samuel 2//Romans 16

1.  He that _____________ on me, as the scripture hath said, out of his belly shall
     flow rivers of living water.
2.  But the servants of David had ____________ down, of Benjamin and Abner’s
     men, three hundred and sixty men who __________. (But the servants of 
     David! Who you submit yourself to will determine how you walk out of 
     things!)     
3.  Now to Him who is able to ____________ you according to my gospel 
     and the preaching of Jesus Christ, according to the _______________ of the
     mystery kept secret since the world began. (He is the only one that can
     establish you; not a paycheck, not a spouse or not a talent! ONLY HIM!)
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July 25//Job 15:6//2 Samuel 3//1 Corinthians 1

1.  Thine own mouth _____________ thee, not I: yea, thine own lips testify
     against thee….
2.  Then her husband went along with her to Bahurim, ____________ behind
     her. So Abner said to him, “Go, _________!” And he returned. (LOL! Just picture
     this!! Homeboy is crying following her! This verse just literally made me
     laugh! Don’t be a crybaby!)
3.  God is ____________, by whom you were _________ into the fellowship of His 
     Son, Jesus Christ our Lord. (It doesn’t matter what you see or feel, GOD IS 
     FAITHFUL!)

July 26//Mark 11:23//2 Samuel 4//1 Corinthians 2
1.  ...and shall not doubt in his heart, but shall believe that those things which
     he ___________ shall come to pass; he shall have whatsoever he saith.
2.  But David answered Rechab and ___________ his brother, the sons of Rimmon
     the Beerothite, and said to them, “As the Lord lives, who has _____________
     my life from all adversity, (When you try to be a hero, your passions will
     always be misguided…the hero in your finances, the hero in your home,
     the hero in your marriage…who has redeemed my life? THE FATHER ALONE!)
3.  But God has revealed them to us through His __________. For the Spirit 
     searches all things, yes, the __________ things of God. (Anytime we “don’t 
     know” it is a result of not spending time with the Spirit of God that KNOWS!!)
         
July 27//Proverbs 4:23//2 Samuel 5//1 Corinthians 3
1.  __________ thy heart with all diligence; for out of it are the issues of life.
2.  So David went on and became ___________, and the Lord God of ___________ 
     was with him. (As you honor God, you are stepping into greatness!)         
3.  So then ______________ he who plants is anything, nor he who waters, but
     _________ who gives the increase. (The Father is ALWAYS the most important
     part in the equation!)
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July 28//Proverbs 4:23//2 Samuel 6//1 Corinthians 4
1.  Keep thy ___________ with all diligence; for out of it are the issues of life.
2.  Now it was told King David, saying, “The Lord has ____________ the house of 
     Obed-Edom and all that belongs to him, because of the ark of God.” So 
     David went and brought up the ______ of God from the house of Obed-Edom 
     to the City of David with gladness. (His presence will change your life, but
     if you don’t prioritize the presence of God, you will see no change in your
     life, your schedule on Sundays and Wed. just might be a little different!)  
3.  For though you might have ten ___________ instructors in Christ, yet you do
     not have many ___________; for in Christ Jesus I have begotten you through
     the gospel. (You have to stick with those who have fathered you into the
     relationship with the Father!)

July 29//Matthew 12:34//2 Samuel 7//1 Corinthians 5
1.  O generation of vipers, how can ye, being evil, speak good things? For 
     out of the abundance of the ____________ the mouth speaketh.
2.  Moreover I will appoint a place for My __________ Israel, and will plant them,
     that they may dwell in a place of their own and __________ no more; nor 
     shall the sons of wickedness oppress them anymore, as previously.... (He
     will appoint a place for his children…let Him do the appointing!!)  
3.  Therefore purge out the old leaven, that you may be a new _________, since
     you truly are unleavened. For indeed _________, our Passover, was sacrificed
     for us. (Day by day eliminate the things that are holding you back!)     

July 30//Matthew 12:34//2 Samuel 8//1 Corinthians 6
1.  ...for out of the abundance of the heart the mouth ______________.
2.  So David reigned over all Israel; and David ________________ judgment and
     justice to all his ____________. (Judgment and justice! Both is required in
     leadership!)   
3.  All things are lawful for me, but all things are not ____________. All things are 
     lawful for me, but I will not be brought under the ___________ of any. (Just 
     because it seems “ok” doesn’t mean it is “ok” for you!)
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July 31//Matthew 12:34//2 Samuel 9//1 Corinthians 7
1.  ...for out of the _______________ of the heart the mouth speaketh.
2.  Now when Mephibosheth the son of Jonathan, the son of Saul, had come
     to David, he fell on his face and _____________ himself. Then David said,
     “Mephibosheth?” And he answered, “Here is your ____________!” (Submission 
     looks a certain way!)   
3.  But as God has distributed to ___________ one, as the Lord has called each
     one so let him walk. And so I ordain in all the ______________. (You must do 
     what you are called to do!)
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